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Cloud software that helps you to check costs at low cost!



Security management and 
authorizatons integrated with 

the product

Multi-profile and multi-role 
application. It is possible to 
split costs, reporting working 
hours and revenue by 
manager, areas, working 
group



Main application components are:

Projects

Task

Report working hours

Agenda management

Costs

Revenue



Grouping of projects 
by area and account. 
Start date and a 
requested deadline.

Project definition 
assigned to a specific 
costs /revenue center 
(client)

Project estimated
effort (days)



The estimated effort is immediately 
visible in the project summary view 

with the time
spent for the interventions 

concerning the project.
There is also the possibility to 

directly access the project tasks and 
the inserted working hours spent.



Each project / order has one or more 
tasks, that is detailed interventions to be 
carried out.
Each task is associated with a date 
delivery request and an associated effort, 
which are used to drive the "alert" visible 
on the summary (exceeding the time and 
budget)
Up to a maximum to 5 documents can be  
attached to a project.
At any time notes of opening, closing or 
passing state can be associated.

From the tasks list, you can also access the 
inserted working hours spent, ie the 
activities carried out to complete the related 
project,



Every operative user can input his 
working hours related to the 
activities carried out for the 
assigned task and therefore, 
indirectly, to a project and to his 
cost / revenue center.



The control panel included in the task 
management allows the project 

managers to have a 360 ° control of 
their tasks

It is possible to export tasks
into a Excel spreadsheet



Tasks are created by project 
manager during the definition of 
the  project and can then be 
assigned to the operators in 
charge according to a predefined 
workflow.



Every operative 
user can input his 
working hours 
related to the 
activities carried 
out for the 
assigned task



Service manager can extract reports 
about the progress of  projects and tasks 
in various formats.
It is possible to view active projects and, 
if the cost calculation functions are 
active, a budget/effective/projection 
summary.



Among the additional features are those of Cost and Revenue 
Management and the shared agenda among employees.
If the functionality is activated, it is possible to calculate the 
project costs and revenues by entering the revenues, 
calculating the costs based on the working hours entered by 
employees (transformed by entering the rates for each 
employee) and any additional costs charged directly.


